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ABSTRACT
Traffic simulation heavily relies on lane model. This paper presents a novel method to model lanes based on the road
axis under the Frenet frame. The road axis is generated from the geographic information system data after curve approximation, discretization, and compression. This lane model couples mileage information with three-dimensional geometric
information, so it offers an easy and fast position transformation from mileage to the Cartesian coordinate. It also keeps
strictly consistent for mileage among neighboring lanes so that it facilitates lane-change processing. Compared with existing methods that depict lanes as simple polylines or curves, the proposed lane model is more functional and more efficient,
especially for complex traffic simulation with a large number of lane-changes. Copyright © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In a three-dimensional (3D) road network, traffic lanes are
the basic elements, which describe the rightful travel way
for vehicles. Lane data are queried and used when a traffic
simulator inquires about the traffic state among neighboring lanes, plans lane-changing trajectories, calculates the
motion states of vehicles along lane, and so on. Because
of the high frequency of lane queries at every time step,
how to efficiently model lanes has great influence on the
effectiveness and efficiency of traffic simulation.
Existing traffic simulation systems [1–4] mainly depict
lanes as polylines at a low level of details. Because the
positions and directions of vehicles are calculated based on
the lane data, the simulation results are visually unsmooth.
Wilkie et al. developed a road model that transformed
geographic information system (GIS) data into arcs with
C1 continuity [5]. Based on the arc-shaped lanes, they
produced more accurate and smoother simulation results.
However, it has several disadvantages. In traffic simulation,
if a vehicle is moving forward along a lane, the simulator
calculates the vehicle’s one-dimensional (1D) motion state,
velocity along the lane, and position offset along the lane.
Furthermore, the position of a vehicle is described as a
mileage number on a lane, which has to be transformed
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to the Cartesian coordinates with directional angle for 3D
visualization. Wilkie’s lanes model does not provide a
direct and efficient mechanism to transform the vehicle’s
position from a mileage representation to its corresponding Cartesian coordinates. In addition, at the cases of
lane-changing, a simulator has to query the traffic situation of neighboring lanes, make a lane-changing decision,
and plan a lane-changing trajectory. In this regard, an efficient lane model is needed to facilitate fast neighboring
queries and calculate positions in lane-changing simulation, which is fundamental to the efficiency of numerous
traffic simulation systems.
To tackle the aforementioned challenges, in this paper,
we present a novel efficient traffic lane model. It transforms GIS road data into spline curves and generates lane
data under the Frenet frame that is locally orthonormal
and in C2 continuity. The spline curves are parameterized
by arc-length. Our model naturally blends 3D geographic
information with 1D mileage information. Therefore, it
could easily facilitate a fast 3D position transform from a
mileage representation to its corresponding Cartesian coordinates. Additionally, our model keeps strict consistency of
mileage information between neighboring lanes, so it can
enable traffic simulators to perform fast queries on parallel positions on neighboring lanes and facilitate realistic
lane-changing simulation.
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We further optimize the lane model by discretizing
spline curves to polylines and compressing them based
on user specification. Independent of any particular traffic simulator, our model is general such that it can be
straightforwardly plugged into any existing traffic simulation systems. Our experiments also demonstrate how our
lane model can be efficiently used for position transform,
parallel neighboring query, and lane-changing.
The main contribution of the presented lane model is that
it couples two types of lane information together: geometric information and locomotion-related information. The
latter includes mileage and direction angle of the tangent
vector. With such a hybrid structure, it facilitates fast position transform and realistic lane-changing process and,
consequently, facilitates highly efficient traffic simulation.

2. RELATED WORK
2.1. Traffic Lane Models
How to depict traffic lanes is a fundamental yet important problem in traffic simulations. Most of existing traffic
simulation methodologies and systems depict lanes as
polylines [2–4,6–9]. Yang et al. presented a method for
road network descriptions with polyline lanes [10]. This
method is used in the traffic simulation software MITSIM
[1]. In these methods, polylines of lanes come from the GIS
data. However, if the input geographic data lack details, the
simulation results are visually unsmooth.
Wilkie et al. introduced a new approach to automatically transform GIS data into functional road models [5].
They presented a formula to represent roads as arcs and
line segments with C1 continuity, which is closer to real
roads. By offsetting the arc road, they generated arc lanes
and produced smoother traffic simulation results. However,
because the arc lanes, are unrelated to the mileage information, the Cartesian coordinates of vehicles cannot be
quickly and directly transformed from the mileage position
for 3D visualization. Additional computing is needed for
such position transform.
2.2. Moving Frames
The surface of road constructed by multiple traffic lanes
is a curved surface. Usually, it is generated by extending
road axis curves. It is easier to depict curved surfaces in a
moving frame than in the Cartesian system. There are two
major moving frames for curved surfaces: the Frenet frame
[11–13] and the rotation-minimizing frame [11,14,15].
The Frenet frame is a well-known approach in the
tracking control theory and has been widely used in the
geometric modeling community. It describes the geometric
properties of a curve with C2 continuous. In the frame,
the unit vector is tangent to the curve; the normal unit
vector and the binormal unit vector together form a
local right-handed rectangular coordinate system. The
Frenet frame has the invariance of movements, and every
398

parameter in the frame has its specific geometric meaning.
Xu et al. used this frame to generate vehicles’ trajectories in traffic simulations [16]. However, they did not give
a lane model under the frame. The rotation-minimizing
frame is an attractive frame to model sweep surface. It has
also been widely used in computer animations.
In this work, we model traffic lanes under the Frenet
frame, naturally blend 3D geometric and mileage information of lanes, and couple mileage information among
neighbor lanes to meet the requirement of fast and complex
traffic simulation.

3. CONTINUOUS LANE MODEL
In this section, we will first shortly introduce the Frenet
frame. Then, in order to model traffic lanes with C2 continuity in the Frenet frame, we transform GIS road data into
arc-length parameterized curves. According to the locally
orthonormal characteristic of the Frenet frame, we give a
continuous representation of our lane model. In the next
section, we will discretize and compress the continuous
ones to further optimize our lane model.
3.1. The Frenet Frame
The Frenet frame is a moving reference frame to describe
the geometric properties of a continuous curve. It is an
important frame to depict the local properties of the curve
in the 3D Euclidean space [17].
The arc-length smooth parametric curve is
P.s/ D .x.s/, y.s/, z.s//
The term .x.s/, y.s/, z.s// is the Cartesian coordinate of
the point where s is the arc-length parameter. Assume t is
obtained as the derivative of P.s/, t D t.s/ D P0 D dP
ds .
Given t D jtjt , then
t2 D t  t D 1
0

Assuming vector n, n D n.s/ D jtt0 j , called the primary
normal vector of a curve at the point P.s/. Then, the third
vector is b : b D t  n. These three vectors, t, n, and b,
are orthogonal to each other and compose an orthonormal
right frame attached to the point P.s/. This frame is named
the Frenet frame. It is a moving frame: these three vectors, t, n, and b, of the frame change while moving along
the curve [18].
In the Frenet frame, t is defined as the derivative of P.s/
and n is the second derivative of P.s/, which means the first
and second derivatives of any point on P.s/ should exist.
So, P.s/ is C2 continuous.
3.2. Curve Approximation for a Road Axis
The Frenet frame is a local coordinate system related to the
arc-length parameter. In the traffic simulation, the motion
state of each vehicle, when traveling along the lane, could
Comp. Anim. Virtual Worlds 2015; 26:397–403 © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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be naturally depicted by its velocity along the lane and the
position offset along the lane. Thus, constructing a lane
model under the Frenet frame provides direct transformation from a 1D position along a lane (mileage) to a 3D
Euclidean space position.
When modeling lanes for a traffic simulation, one of the
common inputs is polylines of road axis, which could be
downloaded from the online GIS system, like GoogleMap.
In this paper, it generates the lane data under the Frenet
frame, which is constructed on an arc-length parameterized
curve. So, the method of generating arc-length parameterized curve for road axis in polylines needs to be first
discussed.
A cubic spline is a piecewise cubic function: its first
and second derivatives are both continuous. In this paper,
we applied a technique pointed out by Wang et al. [19] to
generate arc-length parameterized cubic spline curves to
represent a road axis as
P.s/ D fP1 .s/, P2 .s/, : : : , Pn .s/g
P.s/ is a set of piecewise cubic functions, and Pi .s/ D
.x.s/, y.s/, z.s//.i 2 Œ1, n/ is a piecewise cubic function
with its arc-length parameter s.
There are linear segments among the curves of a road
axis. So, some of the functions in P.s/ are not cubic
but linear, which only have either first derivatives or no
derivative.
3.3. Lanes
Lanes are the curves with a certain distance from road
axis, which cannot be generated by panning the road axis
directly, especially in the curved part. However, defining
the road axis in the Frenet frame supports generating lanes
from the road axis. This work gives the modeling method
of traffic lanes in the two-dimensional space.
Assume a point .x, y/ D Pi .s/.Pi .s/ 2 P.s// is the
original point on the road axis (as shown in Figure 1).
According to Section 3.1, the vector t.s/ D P0 .s/ and
n.s/ D t0 .s/ compose the two-dimensional Frenet frame.
In fact, t.s/ and n.s/ are the vectors, respectively, in the
tangent and normal directions at the point .x, y/. Therefore, every point .x, y/ on a road axis could be represented
as .s, 0/ in the Frenet frame, where s is the arc-length

parameter of the point .x, y/. If the distance between the
road axis and the lane axis of this road is l, then every point
on the lane axis could be represented as .s, l/.
According to road axis and l, the position of each point
could be represented by the Cartesian coordinate of .s, l/ in
traffic simulations. The representation of lane is

˚
Q l/ D PQ1 .s, l/, PQ2 .s, l/, : : : , PQn .s, l/
(1)
P.s,
Here,
PQ i .s, l/ D PQ i .s, 0/ C



l sin 
l cos 


(2)

And,
PQ i .s, 0/ D Pi .s/

(3)

 is the direction angle of the tangent vector at the point
.s, 0/ along the road axis curve. It is possible to obtain
multi-lanes of a road by giving different l.
Assume the Cartesian coordinate of .s, l/ is .x1 , y1 /, then
according to Equations (1)–(3),


x  l sin 
(4)
.x1 , y1 / D PQ i .s, l/ D
y C l cos 
It is remarkable that the Frenet frame works only when
the curve is C2 continuous. However, there are straight
segments in road axis curves, where n.s/ is indeterminate
in the Frenet frame. In such cases, n.s/ is calculated by
the following formula based on the fundamental of the
Frenet frame:


0 1
n.s/ D t.s/
1 0
Here, n.s/ is perpendicular to t.s/, and these two vectors
can compose a right frame.

4. DISCRETIZED LANE MODEL
The continuous lane model depicts lanes as curves in the
Frenet frame. It can give a visual smooth appearance in
traffic simulations. It also gives an explicit transformation from a 1D position along the lane (mileage) to a 3D
Euclidean space position. Although such transformation
is fast, it still consumes certain computational resources,
because the curve formula needs further processing. Thus,
this paper presents a discretized lane model to simplify and
fasten the transformation.
4.1. Compressive Discretization for Road
Axis Curve

Figure 1. Generating lane curves from road axis.
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Because lanes are generated from the road axis, the road
axis is firstly discretized. The Douglas–Peucker algorithm
[20] has been applied in this work, which is a compressive discretization algorithm aimed to approximate a curve
by a set of points through a compression threshold ". The
max distance should be smaller than " between a curve
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p D fp1 , p2 , : : : , pm g

(5)

The number of points for p is determined by ". A smaller
threshold " would lead to a larger number of points. Meanwhile, the polyline composed by these points will be much
closer to the original curve.
We store the angle of the tangent vector and the mileage
of each point. So, the coordinate of a vehicle only depends
on a linear interpolation. The data structure for a road axis
is shown in Figure 3. The term .x1 , y1 / is the Cartesian
coordinate; s1 is the mileage; and 1 is the direction angle
of the tangent vector for p1 .
4.2. Lane Representation
Figure 2. A compression example of a curve.

In order to model the lanes using the discretized road
axis,  in Equation (4) is defined as follows (assume the
Cartesian coordinates of a given point on road axis is
.x, y/):
(1) If .x, y/  pi ,  is known because we have stored it
in the process of the compressive discretization for
the curve of the road axis.
(2) Otherwise, if .x, y/ is between pi1 and pi ,  is equal
!
to the direction angle of the vector 
p
i piC1 .
In this way, although we depict road axis by polylines,
we can still depict lanes through the method described in
Section 3.3. In sum, a lane is represented by road axis, a set
of points, an offset, and the distance between the lane and
its road axis (Figure 4).
In this discretized lane model, the offsets are input
data. The terms .x1 , y1 /, s1 , and 1 are obtained by the
discretization of the curves for road axes.

Figure 3. The data structure of a road axis.

and the polyline composed by the points. Figure 2 shows
the compression result of a curve. The top panel shows
the original curve, and the bottom one shows its corresponding the compression polyline. The following point set
describes the road axis:

5. SELECTED APPLICATIONS
5.1. Fast Position Transform
In traffic simulations, if a vehicle moves forward along
Lane2 (Figure 5), our approach can then determine
its Cartesian coordinate based on Equation (4). In this

Figure 4. The data structure of a lane.
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on the target lane could also be obtained from Equation (4).
The only difference is the offset.
Our model keeps strict consistency of mileage information between neighbor lanes, so it could quickly compute a
parallel position location for lane-changes. If a lane model
depicts lanes with curves or polylines individually, the
accumulated arc-length or polyline length of the parallel
positions between neighboring lanes is different because
lanes are not always straight, it needs to locate parallel
positions on the target lane through a minimum distance
algorithm or an intersecting operation, which is obviously
more time consuming.
In lane-change planning, the trajectory of a vehicle could
be easily described using the Frenet frame. By using this
model, we could decompose a vehicle’s movement into
lateral and longitudinal displacements along lane curves.
!

Obviously, t describes the longitudinal displacement, and
!
n describes the lateral displacement in the Frenet frame. It
defines the road axis point where a vehicle starts to change
its lane, which corresponds to the origin of the Frenet
frame. Then, the longitudinal and lateral displacements of
the lane-change vehicle are . / and './, which are functions of time  . Applying polynomial equations to describe
these two functions [16,21], then
8
< . / D A5  5 C A4  4 C A3  3 C A2  2 C A1  C A0

Figure 6. Efficiency comparison of position determination on a
single lane between our model and the Wilkie’s model [5].

equation, every parameter is known except the Cartesian
coordinates .x, y/ of the parallel position on the road axis.
In fact, it only needs a linear interpolation to obtain .x, y/
using our data structure of road axis,



 
 
1
xiC1
xi
x
.s  si /
C .siC1  s/
D
yiC1
yi
y
siC1  si
The term s is the mileage of which the vehicle locates; si
is the mileage of pi and si  s < siC1 ; and .xi , yi / is the
Cartesian coordinates of pi .
We have compared the efficiency of position transform
between our model and Wilkie’s method [5]. These results
were collected on an Intel Xeon E31240 processor running
at 3.3 GHz. As shown in Figure 6, our method is about
two times faster than the Wilkies’s method. The absolute
gap value of the processing time, only about tens of milliseconds, is not large. However, in a 3D traffic simulation,
the simulation frame value stays about 50 milliseconds.
Painting and rendering are also needed.
5.2. Facilitate Lane-changing
If vehicle changes its lane to the target lane (Lane1 in
Figure 5), it has to query the traffic information of the
Lane1 near its parallel position. In our model, the mileages
of the parallel positions of these two neighboring lanes are
the same. The Cartesian coordinate of the parallel position
Comp. Anim. Virtual Worlds 2015; 26:397–403 © 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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:

'./ D B5  5 C B4  4 C B3  3 C B2  2 C B1  C B0

Here, Ai and Bi .i 2 Œ0, 5/ are the coefficients of the
polynomial.
With our model, if a vehicle does not change lanes,
'./  0. Otherwise, './ increases from 0 to the value
of the width between the current lane and the target lane in
the whole lane-change process. After the lane-change planning, the Cartesian coordinate of the vehicle could be fast
calculated by the longitudinal and lateral displacements
under the Frenet frame.
In brief, two simple polynomials as functions of
time could represent vehicles’ complicated lane-changing
movements. It is also straightforward to combine the vehicles’ moving forward movements and lane-changing.
5.3. Storage
The geographic information of lanes in our method is
depicted by road axis polylines and some offsets. In this
case, it only needs to be stored in our database including those road axis polylines and offsets. Although the
amount of storage increases as road networks become
larger, the amount of storage for a road geographic data is
nearly unchanged no matter how many lanes the road has
and no matter what directions they are along (one-way or
two-way).
This work allows the Douglas–Peucker compression
algorithm to generate road axis polylines. The change
of the compression threshold value in the algorithm will
affect the storage amount. The amount becomes larger,
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and the polylines become much smoother, when the value
becomes smaller. This means the user could specify the
smoothness and the storage of our lane model according to
specific applications.

6. CONCLUSION
We present a novel traffic lane model to facilitate highly
efficient traffic simulation. According to the principle of
the Frenet frame, we depict lanes by road axis and lane
offset, regardless how many lanes the road has. The road
axis is polylines coupling with mileage information and
direction angle of the tangent vector. The polylines are
generated from the raw data after curve approximation, discretization, and compression. The major advantages of our
method are as follows: first, it is efficient to transform a
mileage position to the Cartesian coordinate of a point on
the lane. Second, it facilitates the lane-changing process
because the mileage information among neighboring lanes
in this model keeps consistent. Last but not the least, the
lanes are visually smooth, even though we only store one
polyline and some offsets for a two-way road.
Our current approach also has certain limitations. The
vehicles might move on outer lanes or inner lanes, but
not on the road axis. The mileage of the road axis has a
small flaw with the length of different lanes. However, we
regard them as they are the same. Fortunately, its impact
on the movement of the vehicle is in the allowable range.
We expect that our model can be straightforwardly incorporated into many existing traffic simulators; in the future,
we would like to further develop an accurate road network
model based on this lane model.
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